
Arcare Craigieburn - The Age - Questions and Answers 

 

1. Is 44 active cases and 6 deaths the most up to date figures? 

 

To date, there are a total 44 active cases and 7 deaths. One of the clients passed away today.  

 

We are awaiting some of the results from our latest round of testing. Once we receive the outcome 

of the outstanding results, we can send through any changes. 

 

2. How many COVID-19 positive cases have been transferred to hospital? How many are still in the 

home? 

 

There are currently two COVID-19 positive residents in hospital, and 18 positive residents at Arcare 

Craigieburn.  

 

3. How many of the residents died in hospital and how many died at the home? 

 

All the residents passed away at Arcare Craigieburn. All of these clients had underlying health 

conditions. We have done all that we can to ensure that these residents’ families have been able to 
visit them in their final moments. Any families that have visited have worn full personal protective 

equipment.  

 

4. Did management request that any residents be transferred but have the request rejected by 

DHHS? 

 

We have been working with the DHHS closely since the beginning of the Arcare Craigieburn COVID-

19 outbreak. We have transferred residents to hospital when their symptoms significantly worsened 

and when the resident or their legal representative authorised it.  

 

5. Does Arcare consider the COVID-19 cases can be safely managed in the home? 

 

The outbreak started almost three weeks ago and throughout this time, our number of positive 

results have only increased gradually. Considering how contagious COVID-19 is, we are pleased with 

all the efforts of our team who are working tirelessly to bring this outbreak under control. 

 

The feedback we have received from DHHS and the Public Health Unit has always been positive, and 

we are following all their guidelines and directions.  

 

6. One resident said while the regular staff were "beautiful", those sick or isolating had been 

replaced by agency staff who did not regularly shower the resident, draw the curtains or make the 

bed. Do you have any comment? Is Arcare Carigieburn short staffed as a result of staff testing 

positive or having to isolate? 

 

No. We have been continuously resourcing new team members, whether newly employed by Arcare 

or a team member that works at another Arcare residence, who will instead work at Arcare 

Craigieburn. We were recently advised that five nurses from South Australia from an external party 

and a nurse from one of our aged care residences in Queensland will shortly start working at Arcare 

Craigieburn.   

  

 

 



Unfortunately, given the positive tests from our regular team members, we have needed to use 

agency staff members at Arcare Craigieburn until the affected team members can return to work. 

Using agency staff members is challenging as it takes at least a few weeks for them to get used to 

Arcare’s processes. If we didn’t use agency staff members, we would have been significantly 
understaffed. 

 

7. One resident said that staff are supposed to change their gloves, gowns and masks everytime 

they leave a resident's room but this was not observed by the person delivering meals. Is this 

true? What are the protocols in place? 

 

All our team members are required to wear full PPE and have completed training in the donning and 

doffing of PPE and in infection control. We follow all recommended and appropriate infection 

control measures. The requirement as to when to change PPE depends upon the task that is 

performed. 

 

8. One resident was concerned staff were disposing PPE equipment in bins in residents' rooms. 

The resident thought the bins would be better in the halls. Are there protocols around disposing of 

PPE in bins? 

 

Any PPE needs to be disposed in a clinical waste bin inside the residents’ suite. This is due to the 
suite being viewed as potentially or confirmed infectious whereas the halls are viewed as non-

infectious. Clean PPE and items are stored outside of the suite in the halls and placing a 

contaminated waste bin near clean PPE would potentially contaminate it.  

 

If the waste bins were placed in the halls, this would mean at least 85 of these waste bins in the halls 

and this would contaminate the entire building, and expose more team members and in turn, more 

residents to COVID-19.  

 

In February, we employed a full-time Infection Control Specialist when we first became aware of the 

pandemic and they have been working closely with the Arcare Craigieburn team to provide accurate 

and informative advice on infection control.  

 

 

Answers attributed to Colin Singh, CEO Arcare. 

 


